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Mrs. Roosevelt
Speaks Monday
MN. Aiwa Eleanor Roosevelt,
philanthropist, humanitarian, special delegate to the United Nations
and First Lady of the land for 12
years, will arrive in San Jose Monday to deliver a lecture, entitled,
"Is America Facing World Leadeiship?"
The 77-year -old wife of FDR
win speak at the men’s gymnasium
a San Jose City college at 2100
Moorpark ave. at 8 pan. Monday
evening. General admission for the
lecture is $2.50.
Mrs. Roosevelt will come to San
Jose after arriving in’ San Francisco. San Jose is one of five major
western lecture stops for her as
the makes her annual Spring leet UP tour, according to the W.
Colston Leigh booking agency in
San Francisco.
The former First Lady, a native
a New York state, is a cousin
of former President Theodore
Roosevelt. She married Franklin
lelanu Roosevelt March 17, 1905,
became asst. director of
us Office of Civil Defense from
141-42.
She was a special delegate of

Recital Set
Tonight
Soprano Glenda Parker and
John Gomez, leading vocalin the campus production of
Fan Tulle," will present a
iota) tonight, 815 p.m., in Concert Hall.
Pianist Dick Woodruff, student
of William Erlendson, professor
of music, will accompany the vocalists, who are students of Miss
Maurine Thompson, professor of
music.
The 26 selections representing
’x composers will include "God’s
tit and Providence" (Beesa : "Le Moulin" (Plerne)
.Die Nacht" (Strauss).
no recital is open to the pubtree of charge.
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YOUR BLOOD IS WANTED

’Dorms Make
Big Splash
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BLOOD DONORBob Tsuri registers for the semi-annual Campus Blood drive with Sue Montgomery and Jim Wilson, co-chairmen. Blood donations are being taken today at Royce hall, 355
S. Eighth it., from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.

(Editor’s note: This h the fourth in
firl.part series comparing Russian
United
States’ military might.
’..aces of information include Army
,,ovitt; U.S. News and World ft.Army, Kers and Air fore. Ilkei
ssii. and WO. Col. Edwin T. Rios
’..15 ROTC 1,..d.)
II.11{D
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War III will be fought
iii chemical and biological weabesides missiles, according to
Gains’ of Soviet leaders.
Iil. Gen. William M. Creasy.
.oci chief of the Chemical
Shed some light on new
ssei known as C-B -R tchemibiological and radiological
nisi in a secret session before
Senate Armed Services cornsee in 1958. Some of the testi’ .Y bait been de-classified.
loneral Creasy, who has been
. lying chemical warfare for 30
’is, stated that anti -agriculture
o S. "psycho-chemicals", radiodust, nerve, blood and spec’’d gases have been developed
Point where proper dosage can
either kill, incapacitate or destroy
,,ition’s will to resist, without
w: a shot.
World

NERVE GAS
solve gas has been perfected
:ittacks the vital organs, he
!It destroys "the normal resnship between the nerve ends
’ the muscles they control ..
limper quantities are used .
ssl produce death in from five
minutes."
,Tve gas, a liquid poison, can
oonverted into an odorless, iniii’ fog, almost impossible to

derMock
ock Session
tageTonight
By S.F. Office

Forces from the two halls
clashed on Ninth St. for about two
hours before they decided to chals
lenge the other dorm, Allen hall.
Allen apparently didn’t go for the
idea.
Then someone shouted "Let
get the girls," and moments later
about 100 mule students charged
across the field toward the women’s halls.
The ensuing battle lasted until
6:30 when the sun began to set
and the soaked Spartans returned
to their halls

tee in cafeteria room B in regards to a tentative plan diawn
up by the committee, headed by
Dr. Dwight Bentel. Dr. Berry both
approved and made suggestions on
various phases of the committee’s
plan.
STANFORD DIRECTOR
Dr. Berry, who is the director
of the Stanford Union, stated, "My
philosophy of a college union and
not a student union is one in which
all members of the college life
take part in its services, not just
the students."
The committee’s consultant indicated that he toured the campus
last week to find "implications
of non-academic life on campus."
He further added that one problem
in planning for a college union is
deciding which activities or facilities of the academic life should
the college union duplicate.
WILL BE USED
"With approximately 6700 students living within five blocks of
the campus, there is no question
but that it will be fully utilized,"
he said.
Dr. Berry termed the committee’s plan a "good plan."
Specific items discussed in the
plan were an all-purpose lounge,
reading room, television room, hifi room, card room, stage. projection room, barber shop, student offices, conference rooms,
storage space, cheek cashing service. billiard room and howling facilities.

A muck mediation anti collective
bargaining session will be held toThe request of Assemblyman
night at 7 p.m. in E118, accordBruce F. Allen Ift-Los Gatos) for
ing to Donald Garnet, assistant
a possible branch of SJS on sites
professor of business.
rejected by the University of CallMembers of the San Francisco
fornia was termed "premature"
regional office of the Federal Meby SJS Vice Pres. William J.
(Hatton and Conciliation service
Mewl last week.
will stage the session which was
Vice President Dusel said Asan initial success at SJS last year.
semblyman Allen’s measure must
Visiting mediators will include
first be approved by the state
regional director Arthur Viet, asThe semi-annual all campus meet this selnester’s zoo pint
board of education, which would
sistant regional director V. Wayne
rule upon the necessity of an SJS blood drive is under way today as quota.
Kenastcrn, their staff and two meAll blood donations are being
students roll up their sleeves to
branch.
diation commissioners from San
taken today from 10 a.m. to 4
- -;
However, under the mastet
Diego.
p.m. at Royce hall, 355 S. 8th st.
plan for higher education in Cali
All potential donors must be over
Two SJS foreign students, prom- Tonight’s session is open to the
fornia, on July 1 that governins
118. Those under 21 must show a inent in foreign student activities, public without charge.
board becomes void. In its placer
One of the commissioners will
permission slip signed by parents. were involved in a short scuffle
a corporate body known as the
act as mediator for the sessis"We
have
received
50
pledges
after
which
San
Jose
police
were
trustees of the state college sysRobert W. Jackson, western retem will administer the state col- gion public relations manager for from the AFRCYTC and expect called following a meeting of the with the remaining visitors tating opposing positions in a Ms
more. It is hoped that the stulege system.
General Electric company, will dis- dents and faculty of SJS will par- Arab-American Club Friday evetious case. The four key issues
ning.
FIVE MEMBERS
cuss the conservative’s position
ticipate so we can met our quota,"
The scuffle, which took place in usually involved in collective bar
The newly’ created board will on many of the issues of the day
stated Jim Wilson, co-chairman front of the College Union, in- gaining wnamelu
ill be discussed:
consist of five ex-officio members: in a lecture entitled "The Controof the drive.
volved Abdul S. El Chehabi, club wages, union security, senlont:.
Gov. Edmund Brown, Lt. Gov. versy Over Freedom," Wednesday
Sue Montgomery, co-chairman president and George Maalouf, and health and welfare.
Glenn M. Anderson, Speaker of at 11:30 a.m. in Morris Dailey
of the event, reminded students president ISO.
Following the discussion a ques-I In the wake ot student panty
the Assembly Ralph M. Brown, auditorium.
that they or any members of their
Bon
and answer period with the’ raids, bonfires and water balloon
A
charge
of
El
battery
against
Robfor
Jackson is substituting
Superintendent of Public Instrucimmediate family can draw blood Chehabi was filed by Maalouf who staff will be held. Members of the, fights last week which resulted in
P.C.
of
tion Roy E. Simpson, and Dr. ert R. Gras, vice president
police intervention, Pres. John T.
from the bank. The event is spons told police he was slapped by El audience may participate.
Don B. Leiffer, chief executive & E. co., who was originally sched- sored by the Community Service
l Wahlquist issued this statement
Chehabi
"Because
during
of
the
the
success
fight.
of
the,
Is
officer of the state college sys- uled to speak on "Freedom
committee, Miss Montomery
Edward Carmick, club faculty Program at SJS last year, other Friday:
tem. There will also be 16 mem- Never Free." The lecture will be added’adviser,
"San Jose State College is
.
told police there was al- colleges are now requesting MenLecture
bers appointed by the governor sponsored by the College
gravely concerned over the stumost
a
"free-for-all"
tical
programs,"
during
the
said
Professor
committee.
DONATIONS COLLECTED
for terms of 16 years.
dent demonstrations in the resip.m. meeting.
Garnel.
All donations will be collected I 7:3Carmick
dential area east of the campus,
said later that "feeland is trying to do eserything it
by the local Red Cross, which con- ings ran high during the meeting
can to correct the situation. Besiders SJS the most important and a near scuffle during the
cause of this concern we are workstop in obtaining blood donations, meeting was broken up by the
ing with police, householders. stumembers.
commented Miss Montgomery.
dent leaders, and others who can
Prof. Frank Ebersole will read
"It was all just a momentary
"Some areas are not serviced by
scuffle outside and was quickly a paper entitled. ’The Past Is be effective in helping remedy a
the Red Cross blood program and
broken up by other members." Gone" tonight in CH164 at 8 p.m. serious problem.
blood must be purchased from
SAN JOSE GUESTS
Carmick said it was Maalouf who
The reading is part of the phithe commercial center at a cost
"Our students living away from
called police and that it was a losophy
department’s
monthly
of $25 to $100," reminded Wilson.
flare-up betwee two individuals Robinson Seminar, and tohight’s home must recognize that they
PAST HISTORIES
"who had personal ill-feelinge" be- presentation will be commented are guests of the city of San Jose.
Students with past histories of
When their actions result in the
upon by Prof. Arthur Cody.
protect against. A small drop on sorbing their blood. Death usually hepatitis or jaundice, or those with tween them.
police and fire departments being
days.
to
11
be
to
hours
occurs from two
any part of the skin is said
colds cannot be accepted as docalled, they cost the city money
blisa
mustard,
heavier
Distilled nitrogen
fatal. Since the gas is
nors, the Red Cross officials reand services for which neither they
than air, bomb shelters could be- ter agent, can "fry" the lungs and minded would-be donors. They also
nor their parents are paying. It
inhaled.
if
digestive tract,
come concrete coffins."
advised donors not to eat any
Is the local taxpayer who pays the
can
germs
that
disease
Contagious
General Creasy mentioned
fatty foods prior to giving blood.
bill. When police and firemen must
supfood
or
water
the gas, called Tabun, was discov- be slipped into
"Last semester we came 40 pints
REDS DISRUPT VIET NAM ELECTION
leave their regular duties to deal
ered by the Germans during World plies or sprayed in the air without short of meeting our quota. We
SAIGON, South Viet Nam IUPDCommunist terrorists cut off with this kind of student misGeneral
to
War II "in the course of research warning. According
hope that this semester the stu- roads from polling places to district centers yesterday,
delaying a behavior, they leave the city pardesigned to develop improved in- Creasy, it can kill 90 per cent of dents and faculty will join In mak- final tally of votes in the election which
swept
pro-Western
Pres. Ngo tially unprotected elsewhere.
not
If
those in a target area.
secticides."
ing this the biggest and most suc- Dinh Diem back into office in a landslide.
When the students coneregate in
sick
people
cessful drive ever," commented
The Soviet Union has large lethal, it could make
A government communique said the Red attacks were being car- the streets and cause disturbances
months.
Miss Montgomery,
quantities of Tabun. Hfexplained for weeks or
ried out in remote areas of the central provinces of Phou (long they tie up traffic, with the acHARDENED SOLDIERS
that in the final days of the war.
Phyuen, Khan Hoe and Quang Ngai. But the communique saki the companying hazards to public
her
not
"Psycho-chemicals," a
Russians captured "not only the
safety.
situation was expected to be cleared up by late last night.
absorbed into the nervous
Nazi plant for the production of type,
COMMENDS POLICE
NEW BRITISH-RUMS LAOS TALKS
through air, food or water
system
the
of
many
also
but
agent,
the
’The college wishes to comMOSCOW (CPIS --British Ambassador Sir Frank Roberts yesto act irratiots
scientists who worked on the proj- can cause troops
terday conferred with Deputy Foreign Minister Georg’ Pushkin on mend the San .Tose police for
ally by upsetting their "behavior
ect."
Laos. But a British spokesman said there still was no agreement on their understanding and restraint
patterns." Hardened soliders could
in handling a difficult situation,
the timing of a Laotian cease-fire calL
ALLIED INVASION
become frightened, timid, and
and to express appreciation to
The 20-minute meeting was held at Britain’s request.
General Creasy pointed out that apathetic.
both police and firemen for the
A British Embassy spokesman said "one or two points of detail"
Approximately $.10 has been colAdolf Hitler might have stopped
Chemical or biological agents,
extra time and effort which the
the Allied invasion of Nazi-held known as anti -agriculture sprays, lected for the Jefferson Poland Were taken tip. But, he said, there Was no definite Soviet reply on
student disturbances required. We
Europe in 1944 with the tons he can kill 100 per cent of farm ani- fund, according to Carolyn Hayes, Britain’s proposal for an immediate cease-fire in Laos.
regret that they had to be called.
had on hand. The Germans "had mals in a contaminated area and chairman of the sponsoring comA committee is at work at the colBRITISH LINER MINKS
nerve gas stored and ready for use likewise destroy the region’s en- munity service corrunittee.
BAHREIN (UPI)The 5030-ton British cargo-passenger ship lege and will be offering some
No booths will be collecting Dara, swept for 48
during the war," he stated. An tire food supply.
hours by fire and explosions, sank in the Persian positive recommendations for dealBacteria and iruses can be used money today, Miss Hayes stated, gulf
antidote was unknown at the time.
yesterday.
ing with the problem. Meantime,
Even though the U.S. did not to infect an army with anthrax, because of "lack of student interA company spokesrnan said at least 160 persons. Including an I wish to commend the response
have the nerve gas formula (the cholera, diphtheria, bubonic est."
of student leaders. the InterfraAmerican couple, died in the disaster.
Miss Hayes said she had trouble
U.S. now has an equivalent called plague, typhoid fever, smallpox
The spokesman for Gray and MacKenzie, the ship’s agents. iden- tenity Council, Pa nh ellen i c,
recruiting people to man booths.
Satin), the Allies let it be known and tuberculosis.
tified the Americans as Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Dorsch. He said Dorsch householders of the area, house
Specialized gases can he sprayed
As for Poland, he is scheduled
that similar retaliation could be
mothers, the college security ofhad just retired after 25 years with the Bahrein Oil co.
waged against Germany. Conse- from planes or by bomb explosions to begin his second day in jail on
ficers, dormitory staffs, and the
BOOST CONVENTIONAL NATO FORCRS
quently, Hitler did not use chemi- causing temporary blindness and a hunger strike. Poland said beWASHINGTON (UPI)Preeident Kennedy promised yesterday student deans.
burning of fore he left he didn’t have the
and
vomiting
paralysis,
weapons.
cal
"The college will not ask for
money for a bus ticket either to to maintain U.S. forces in Europe and to strengthen their capacity
Gases, such as hydrogen cyanide the skin.
leniency for students who have
for conventional war.
FALLOUT
ATOMIC
Tallahassee
or
suffoback.
can
chloride,
cyanogen
and
At the same time, he said that the North Atlantic Treaty Or- been arrested or are going to be
Radioactive dust, literally atomStudents interested in reviving
cate the body in 15 minutes by
arrested for participation in this
"locking" oxygen in the blood- ic fallout, can he produced in re- the donation campaign by contrib- ganization should "continue to have an effective nuclear capability" kind of irresponsibility. We expect
from planes or uting their time to man booths kept under "sensitive and flexible control" to guard against misuse.
sprayed
actors
and
stream.
Result: many deaths, may contact Gwen Jorgensen in
He gave his views in a talk prepared for the NATO Military our students to behave as respectA blood gas, railed arsine, de- by missiles.
able and mature citizens or take
I on Page 2)
f(’ontl
Adm242,
absaid
committee
Miss
Hayes.
by
meeting here.
liver
and
kidneys
the
stroys
the consequences."

Students Roll Sleeves
Foreign Student
To’
Aid Blood Drive

Presidents Scuffle
After Conclave

Manager To Give
o n se rvat ive Vi ew

rres.WaniqulsT
Issues Statement
n Raids, Fires

Prof To Read
Past Is Gone’

Psycho -Chemicals’
Ready for WW111

,,c1

College Union Success
Depends Upon Plans

The spirit of the "tionn people"
was displayed once again Sunday
afternoon as about 150 residents
"If planned ptoperly, a college
of the men’s and women’s halls
union will perform many services
clashed in
giant water fight.
beneficial to college life. If not,
Police stood by as students
the situation can be completely
wiekling buckets and water balreversed," so stated DE. Chester
loons gave each other dousings in
Berry yesterday, past president of
the vacant lot separating the dorthe Associated College Unions and
rnitories.
consultant to the SJS College UnThe big splash was touched off
ion Planning committee.
at about 3:30 when Markham hall
Dr. Berry addressed the commitresidents, sunning in their patio
were "bombed" by a water balloonhfarior an upper floor of Mood-"

the U.S. to the U.N. from 1945-’53,
and was also on the Human Rights
commission of the world organization. President Kennedy recently
re-appointed her as special delegate to the U.N.
Mrs. R000sevelt was also the
first presidential wife who devoted
herself to a career of social reform and full political support of
her husband’s measures.
For further information or tickets, phone (’Y 8-2181, Ext. 16.

usel Terms
en Idea
Premature

NO. 96

world wire

Donations Lagging
In Poland Fund;
Need Contributors
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

High-Priced Missiles
Chronic charges of waste mid mismanagement in the nation’s missile construction program have prompted congress to
make an investigation into the project.
s are possible, depending on one’s viewpoint
Many 01
of the program.
From the stand)
I of the taxpayer, one can see great
wastes and runaway expenditures.
From the standpoint of national defense, one can say that
we have got to close the missile gap the quickest way possible,
even if it means lost dollars.
In other words, we are trying to build things we have not
perfected yet. Such a procedure would be erroneous in any pur-Alit except national defense.
Nevertheless. the debate over construction of missile bases
cannot he set down simply, pro or con.
There have been some missile experts who, themselves,
charge or acknowledge that there have been much error and
lost mot.
in the project.
The question then boils down to this: How extensive is the
loss?
Some of the cliar,,es include red tape in the involvement
of the Arniv.- corps if engineers in the program, contractor
"brokerage" in bidding, inadequately trained manpower and too
many strikes.
To cite a specific case:
The Chey runt’, Wyo., Atlas site, begun in the spring of 1958,
was planned to have 24 missiles ready for firing.
However, contractor,: claim they were hurried into following wasteful procedures. They say they were required to hire
more men than they could possibly use. Added to this, there
were 23 costly strikes in the first two years of’ construction.
By last summer a number of contractors were -on the verge
of bankruptcy and had to turn to their bonding companies for
financial aid.
Still the project lagged behind schedule.
Last week, according to the New York Times, only six missiles at the Cheyenne site were ready for operational use. Similar charges have come from other bases, including Vandenburg
Air Force base, California’s Atlas site.
This is a situation into which congress now is launching an
ills estigation.
In the face of the current investigation, it appears that there
is 511w positive suggestion which might alleviate the situation.
This possibility takes the form of a proposal by Rep. Harry
R. Shepard ID-Calif.) whirl] states that top-level control is
faulty and that a "czar" is needed to coordinate the many COM*
plexities of this vast program.
"Czars" are not always the answer to governmental problems, hut the intricacics of the missile snarl IIIIS warrant strong

Panties From Haven
When it rains, it always rains

Panties Irons Haven lira, in, in, lama, la.)
Just to quiet everyone who thinks I can’t spell (namely, my
English professors), that couplet above is correct. Not heaven, but
Haven. Who ever heard of panties-much less pennies-failing from
heaven? But Haven, certainly.
,
More specifically: My Blue Haven, the name I am going to give
the girls’ boarding house which I’ll open next fall.
There’s a lot of money in running a boarding house. Considering
the rule about students under 21 living in unapproved housing,
there is sort of a captive clientel.
Then, too, few coeds try to beat the regulation. Most young
ladies I know kind of get a kick out of experiencing the joys of
group living. It prepares them for rearing large families.
LESS JOY
Men students, on the other hand, find less delight in group
living; it’s not difficult to see why. Most men figure they’ll more
or less experience all the joy--and then some-group living affords
when they spend time in the Armed Forces.
Therefore, it is much wiser for a person to open a boarding
house for females than for males. But the problem is in grabbing
some of the business away from the more established householders.
This is no easy task. Local householders form a tightly knit
group. A novice householder has a hard time breaking in if he
follows staid traditions.
That is why I’ve decided to be different; my aim is to operate
the most attractive women’s boarding house on campus.
Instead of the usual 10 meals per week, coeds who reside in
My Blue Haven will be entitled to 21 meals a week including breakfast in bed on Sunday mornings.
CAVIAR ON FRIDAYS
Main courses will include steak, chicken, roast beef, ham and
caviar on Fridays. Hot dogs and hamburgers? Never heard of them.
Each girl will have a personal maid to clean up and make her
bed. For every three girls there will be a butler and chauffeur.
But the best is yet to come. My Blue Haven will supply every
boarder with a semester’s supply of "throwing" panties. I feel that
the least a panty-raider can expect is a clean pair of panties monogrammed with "My Blue Haven."
They’ll make real nice souvenirs.

Movie Review

measures.

Remember ’The Alamo’
One of Hollywood’s Best

World War Ill???: Germ Warfare
(Continued from Page 1)
’NO COUNTEROFFENSIVE’
sickness and, According to Lt. Gen. Arthur
permanent damage to the exposed G. Trudeau. army chief of research and development, the U.S.
population.
The U.S. Army has thus far does "not have a counteroffensive
"developed material to filter out . . . to meet a Soviet challenge
air contaminated by chemical in the (chemical) warfare field."
Roy W. Johnson, director of the
agents, germs, and radioactive
dust." General Creasy added.
Advanced Research Projects agen"There are many things that we cy, testified before Congress in
would like to work on,". he con- 1958 that presumably a ’death
tinued. "If we could come up with ray" could be invented within 20
something that produces tempor- years.
"Getting up 500 miles in the
ary blindness, this would be the
ideal type of thing where no one , air with a death ray might be a
would he maimed tomorrow.
perfect way to use it against an
’The best thing we can offer at enemy .. . there may be weapons
this time, and this is much better that will be used to far greater
advantage in outer space than ...
than anything else we are using. i on earth." he concluded.
is to come in with (at debilitating
Friday: Man - the ultimate
(weakening) disease."
deterrent?

!nabs radiological

Come in Mondays. Wednesdays or Thursdays
for our COLD WAVE SPECIAL

$6.9 5

at MARY’S SALON OF STYLE
252 5. 2nd

CYpress 3-3051
Open Monday and Thursday
’..FECIALIZING IN CUTS FOR

til 9
COEDS

Its RH HAND DICER
Drama Editor
’ The Alamo," John Wayne’s
production of turbulent Texas
and the historic mission, is the
longest, most expensive-hut
one of the best westerns ever
made.
Wayne
Producer -director
spent $12 million, $3 million less
than it cost M -G-M to film
HOUSEWIFE’S DELIGHT
NEW YORK (UPI) -The soap
opera has found a special niche
for itself. Coin operated laundries
across the country are beginning
to feature coin-operated television
sets, so that housewives won’t miss
their favorite shows while laundering
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"Ben-Hur." Yet, in sweep, scope,
action and excitement, the
three hour movie is as good.
The story of the 13-day siege
of the Alamo in 1836. and of
the 156 men who defended the
fortress against Gen. Santa
Anna’s army of 7000 is told
realis-tically, simply and with
wry humor.
FINE PERVOMAN(’ES
Wayne, as the irascible Davy
Crockett, and Laurence Harvey,
as fort commander Col. William
Travis, turn in fine performances, and Richard Widmark as
Jim Bowie is even better.
Interest is sustained not only
through heavy action and the
personal conflict between Widmark and Harvey over battle
strategy. Widmark. the bold
volunteer, favors hitting the
Mexicans in raids; Harvey, the
conservative,
straight-laced
wants to stand and fight "by
the book."
Linda CH:ital. well -horn Spanish belle, and Joan O’Brien, wife
of a Texas officer, provide romantic interest. Frankie Avalon,
thanks to good direction. is OK
as the sole survivor of the mission.
Richard Boone is effective in
the minor role of Gen. Sam
Houston. Boone’s part is so
small that Producer Wayne paid
him personally with a RoilsRoyce.
"The Alamo" is nominated for
seven Academy Awards. including best picture, hest color photography, best sound, best musical score, best editing and hest
song.
OSCAR FOR WILL:41’
Chill Wills, up for an Oscar
for best supporting actor, is
good as a defending Texan, hut
hardly rates an Academy Award.
One wonders why Wayne was
overlooked for best director.
His brilliant handling of the
film ranks him among the best.

5.11eloheeee.W.,...

EDITOR--The liberal student
political party, TASC, is considering adoption of the following
policies concerning academic
fecedom, freedom of the student
press, and encouragement of
free speech. All members of the
academic community are invited
to express their opinions of these
proposed policies, either by mail
TASC, 466 S. Fifth) or at the
next meeting:
(1) "TASC urges the preservation and increase of academic
freedom for both students and
faculty, ASB sponsorship of
speakers presenting all sides of
controversial issues, and the
abolition of loyalty oaths for
students and faculty.
(2) "TASC favors abolition of
the House Conunittee on UnAmerican Activities, which, under the pretense of protecting
American freedom, works to
destroy academic freedom and
civil liberties.
(3) "The administration, the
faculty, and the student government should have no power to
censor the Spartan Daily or
Lyke. The staff of Lyke should
be the final judge of whether
submitted materials are in good
taste.
(4) "To encourage free expression. TASC proposes that a
"Hyde Park" be established in
the Outer Quad from 12 to 1
p.m. every day, in connection
with an "Issue of the Month"
selected by ASH."
Dale Kerry
ASR 16?5

Chivalry Deceased
At SJS,Coed Says
EDITOR --Monday morning,
circumstances made it necessary
for me to carry a large suitcase
on campus to and from a class.
After struggling with it all the
way from the bus station. I was
very tired of carrying my load
by the time I reached campus.
Subconsciously. I think I expected to get some made assistance when I reached our little
haven of culture and learning.
Much to my disappointment, not
so much as one young man offered to help me.
Perhaps three years in England and trips to the Continent
and Scandinavia have spoiled
me, but I truly did not expect
Monday’s occurrence after the
courtesy which has been shown
to me by the boys I have dated
on this campus.
My only purpose in writing
this note to the Spartan Daily
is that, perhaps, it will serve
as it reminder to local males
that "little things mean a lot,"

Writer Calls Book
Reviews Mediocre
F.1)1TOR-I derived immense
pleasure particularly from two
of the book talks, those on MQ0icow and Sir Rabindranath Tagore. Because I enjoy these
talks. I find your mediocre reviews of them distasteful. These
reviews, regardless of your intent, seem to be a disservice to
the Faculty Library committee
as well as to the students who
might enjoy the talks.
Precisely my complaint is
this: if I anticipated the next
talk was to he as you represented the last one, I would not
attend. These talks should merit
the same interest and effort
you lavish upon a British journalist speaking to a National
Journalist Society . . .
With.the hook talks you give
mere summaries of some of the
obscure and less important introductory remarks. This reveals to us only that your reporter would prefer to be somewhere else. Your reporter is
abusing the power of the press,
the aforementioned committee,
and state funds, to tell us weekly about his disinterest in academic efforts.
A specific example is the talk
on Rabindranath Tagore: Dr.
Kilby told its that he hoped to
convey some of his enthusiasm

,t,
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For that special care
that makes you look and

Library Concert I
Records schedillisi from noon
to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
Beethoven: Leonora Overture No, S.
Mymphnriv
Tchalkovsky:

II,.
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Anti -Police Letter
’Discredit to School
Eurrou Regarding Leh

Wumback’s Friday Thrust
Parry letter, "What
can’t
tutes a riot -cops or woe?
Firstly, it’s hard to het*
that any man above junior
iij
school level would write Bud
a stupid, thoughtless letter an
publicly sign his mime td
it
Secondly, such a letter
-liely a discredit tu our sehosi
I think Larry
Wurzted
,hould apologize to the
pow
of Sdn Jose for his childish
is
suits.
Jeffrey Bedell
ASR 156:10
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Ask Any Girl Such as Shirley Maclaine
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One bay .5epvice
Sweaters 81 Cashmere Cimts
Our Specialty
Discount
15%
with Student Body Card

ART CLEANERS
398 EAST SANTA CLARA

SPEND A SUMMER IN PARADISE!
Go native for a marvelous vacation!
Matinaoiti Institute of Fine
l’Al 1, MAUI, HAWAII

Arts

Enjoy moonlight on an island shore and the scent
of ginger blossoms on a soft trade windand eam
college credits at the same time.

There are Many Scholarships Available
Mounoolu Institute of Fine Arts is a liberal arts
college with new aproach to education. It it 4
private, non-profit college offering many unusual,
fully accredited courses.
Early applmation is important since the
student quota from the mainland is limited
to just thirty-five women and thirty.fire men
for this first summer session.
For inforMelien write er rail F. D. 5. Stewart,
the Dereriment o4 Feglish. San Jos, Stele
CnIlerie
Tower Hell 10

Fee Less

Thursdey

Stirring Henry Fonda

Kenneth More
(both features in color.

st

Pianist Rodney Jiakoot, student of John Delevoryas, will
perform for the Survey of Music Literature class, today.
11:30 a.m., in Concert., Hall.
Jiskoot will perform "Papilions, Op. 2," by Schumann, and
"Fantaisie in F Minor, Op. 49,"
by Chopin.
The performance is open to
the piddle free of ehame.

and that it Is really
not diffiet
to practice good
manners 14
acts of gallantry at
times oth
than on dates.
Connie Newlin
ASH 14010

starring John Gregson

Pianist Plays Today

IT MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
TO READ THIS CAREFULLY

111 E

1111110._

for Tagore to us. He succeeded.
Dr. Kilby was not particuarly
enthusiastic because, "Tagore
denies the solitary monastic
life . . ." or because of this occasion being a ". . . Tagore centennial . . ." or not totally because Tagore was ". . . Unique
..." Dr. Kilby was enthusiastic
because of Tagore’s insight, and
his ability to communicate these
in his poems, plays, and educational leadership . . . .
May I beseech you, instead
of abusing your power as reviewer or editor, to serve the
best intellectual interests of San
Jose Slate College.
Hebard Robert Olsen
ASII A14111

TASC Might Pass
’Liberties’ Measures

CYpress 4.6414, Ex. 1261
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By FRANK CRACOLICK
Want to hear an original scheme
to get out of two weeks of school
work? Then listen to the story of
nob Tetzlaff, SJS graduate stulent and Olympic bicycle rider,
about to embark on a good will
tour.
Tetzlaff, along with colleague
jack Hartman of San Jose city
college, is going to British Guiana
for 2’,1 weeks to participate in
laces sponsored by the Continental Bicycle club, B.G. Tetzlaff and
Hartman will fly at the expense
..f the Continental club, departing
on April 25.
Tetztaff says that his inatnielora have been "great" concerning the time that the trip will
subtract from Ins study and
class time.
He finished eleventh in the 62mile race in the 1960 Olympics, a
--
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NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAYINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
ire generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
Involved." says George M. Campbell. Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that married man
with family responsibilities is
more careful driver. end moss
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
-Therefore, ha is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with today Injury Liobility
$10/20.000. Property Da in g
$5.000 and Medical MOO pays
about $157 year with most in wince companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $93 with the Exchange. !Other
ges with
comparab savings).
Campbell declared filet even unmarried men and women with
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent.
Cell or write for full information
to George M. Campbell. 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REqiinf 91741 (day & nits).
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RAY K FARR’S, C.L.0

Short course
in lifelong
economics for
college seniors!
If you ars noon going te
graduate, you’ll be Interin learning about New
.
; rk Life’s program of life
Insurance especially suitable
for college students.
P-eral attractive plans are
available for you to choose
from. And because you are
student,
young and still
you enjoy the money -saving
advantage of low premium
rates. What’s more, through
toY personal arrangement
YOU can defer payment of
’ the first premium until after
you graduate.
Gat all the valuable facts es
Now York Life’s attractive.
law emit way to financial se’,ray. Send for your fr..
"r? of the Informative
l’"k1oti "It’s Your Move.
Joe...
phone ... or WM
*rife
RAY K. FARRIS. CLU

t

ReereeenlorIve

New York Life
iniureme
Company
490 N. First St.
CY 4 1013

Poynter Returns to Track Team
The proposed meet with Southern California and Arizona w a s
nixed earlier in the year by the
T rojans and Spartan mentor Bud
Winter has replaced it with 1111
Puyllter’S return v.ill also Os., all-sen ice meet at Spartan field.
5.116 a fourth member for a 440- ,
relay team. Joining the formatI
Pasadena flash will be curlew
e,
active Spartans Williams, Dn
Johnson. and Bart Finolio.
meets, a decision that will bolster the sprint ’intuition a is d
penult the am lob of 1I’llUe %%Milani. to the quarter mile.

Johnson will be the man for h,.
to beat this season. When he fir
arrived on the local track scene
two years ago, another teammate.
Ray Norton, loomed as the largest
obstacle. The two collided again in
1960, with Ray competing for the
Santa Clara Youth Village.

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.
Wholesale Distributors
CY 8.1212
1425 W. San Carlos

?

Nichols Loses Bout ’Williams Switch
ins Distinction To 440 Foreseen

"CAREERS IN INSURANCE DAYS"
k vri I 19 and 20, 1961
OvrEnvit:%,. tutEl..11 I\ Ill{I 11.10\ VS11 141-13 1.1111

\ 1
"Careers la Disaraa,r Days- program Iretiar.,1,1

’

II Attend the
!twining. April 1.9, 1961.
V An opportunity to learn more about employment possibilities with
firs.
major insurancem
NAG
V BOTII SALES AND NONSAL ES MAEAIENT
POSITIONS
AILABI,E.
VDtrestigair job opportunities with 11111. al the largest and lastest growing businesses in the world.
g college educated people ill stork
V Insurance firma arc seeking s
and train in the Iollowing fields:
I \ DEHU 11111\G
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FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf

Course

5c
FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
I0TH & TULLY ROAD

Where Servings Are Large

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSIA

.0: the
,; prospect
Spartan t
remainder of the season got a big
boast in the arm last week with
the announcement by SJS President Dr. John T. Wahlquist that
restrictions on the athletes penalized in the sweater incident have
been lifted.
,
The administration’s move made V.1
possible the return to the track
wars of SJS’s Bob Poynter. a star
sybp,iinieittterys fsogrualdwo seasons on Bud
Bob says he will compete in
San
remaining three

al

Netters Reed, Hill
Get National Honors
Two San J05’ State nn play era were named to the college AllAmerican team announced
.

545 S. 2nd St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Flattops

I
Ivy
League Crewcuts

W have lust added third tensor,
erptwt to our staff - NO WAITING
318 S. TENTH STREET
ACROSS FROM ALLEN HALL

len and 41
w
BARBER SHOP

Phone CY 3.9955
elfirsOZ."wwJ

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS present
Dr. Margaret Mead
-MARRIAGE, INDIVIDUALITY and CONFORMITY"
Thursday April 13, 1961
8:00 p
general admission $1.00

nc

and

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
IS AMERICA FACING WORLD LEADERSHIP"
Monday April 17, 1961
8:00 P.m.
general admission $2.50
MEN’S GYMNASIUM, SJCC, 2100 MOORPARK AVE.
For Farther Information call Cr 84181. Ext. 16
_
_

Spartans Out to Annex No. 7
until straight conquest; 2; to gain
revenge for Stanford’s 4-1 triumph in the season opener: 31 to
extend an amazing Spartan pitching skein that has produced six
consecutive route-going, victorious
performances.
With Dave Turnbull leading the
way, the SJS hurling corps has
yielded but eight hits in those six
contests. Turnbull has won two,
allowing one run. Other winners
have been Woods. Jim Wilson. Bob
Maytorena and Joel Guthrie.
’

. Independent
lilt :WW1
league are now
being held in the Men’s gym. Room
150, Individuals or teams wishing
to sign up should do RO immediately. League competition begins
Monday April 17

And Prices are Right

BOB POYNTER
. "Bullet" returns

Sao Jost; Slate,, Spat tans, now
playing baseball like they mean
it, seek their seventh consecutive
victory tonight when they tangle
with Stanford’s Indians at Municipal stadium at 7.
The Spartans have been getting
superlative pitching and hope to
continue the trend against the
Tribe. Righthander Bob Woods is
the probable starter.
Woods’ pqrpose will be threeI’ lit I i;; spearhead 5.15’s soy -

Softball Signup
Held Now for Murals

Williams rocketed through the
final relay leg at Stanford 111
:46.0 two-weeks ago and Saturday upset Johnson
the 220.
It appears that the Compton
star is ready for full-time duty.
In the 440.
If Willie does move to t he
quarter, another possibility is to
shove powerful Don Ramos to the
880. Ramos has shared the 440
duties thus far with Bruce McCullough. Both have registered 17.8
clockings in 1961.

SPORTSMANSHIP trophy for the AAU booing tournament,
held over the weekend in Idaho, is dispiayed by Ronnie Nichols
of San Jose State. Although he fought less than three minutes
in the tourney, Nichols was awarded the honor for his conduct
during the two day meeting. Ron was also selected to represent
the U.S. in an African good will tour.

In what was expected to be a
hard match yesterday afternoon,
the SJS golf team, led once again
by Johnny Lots, easily disposed
of the Santa Clara Broncos by ti
lopsided score of 211,2 to 511. .0
Almaden golf course.
By TODD marmusi
his last season in competitive
Lots, who has not lost a match
Former San Jose State boxer amateur boxing, "although I’ve
yet this season, came in with a Ron Nichols fought less than three been saying that for six years."
two-under-par 70 to walk away minutes in the recent AAU cham- He was on two NCAA championwith medalist honors for the day. pionships in Idaho, but the Hono- ship squads for Julie Menendez
Behind Lots came rapidly improv- lulu-born. 125-pounder came home at SJS. before the sport was dising Barry Mallagh with an even with two coveted honors.
continued,
par 72. Medalist for Santa Clara
Ron has an optimistic outlook
Nichols will be one of four boxwas Bob Callan with a 74. The
on the future of collegiate boxing.
win was the fourth straight for ers to participate in a good will
tour of east Africa, beginning "By 1964, college boxing will be
the golfers and brings the season
around
May 1. "It came as quite back in operation." he stated,
record to an enviable 6-1.
a surprise to me." the soft spoken "judging from the cleanness of the
The question of whether or not
Hawaiian stated. Ron also won competition and the enthusiasm
Lots will ever lose a match is
shown by the coaches."
rapidly becoming commonplace in the tournament Sportsmanship
award.
Nichols’ own tuture looks equalsports circles. Only a sophomore,
Lots last Friday tied a school rec- : A senior physical therapy major, ly bright. Ron is interested in N
ord held jointly by Ken Venturi Nichols was uncertain whether or ray technology and is,already
and Jay Hupkins when he shot a not to accept the tour offer. He registered X-ray technician. He
six-under-par 64 at San Jose needs only eight units to graduate unsure whether he will remain on
country club. At first it was in June. But in Ron’s own words, the mainland or return to his no thought that the feat broke the it was ’too much of an honor five state. "I like San Jose and
existing record, but a further to turn down." Selections were pay is better here, but there is a
check showed the 64 to be a tie. made on personality and charac- big demand for X-ray technicians
in Hawaii and I know I can al Lots right now is beginning to ter, as well as boxing ability.
The tour will consist of from ways get a job there,
have aspirations of becoming a
Professional. but Spartan golf five to seven weeks in east Africa.’ Ile also hopes to fit boxing into
coach Walt McPherson is very Th e four fighters chosen, plus a his schedule, as a coach for amahappy that the young star’s goal is coach ’either Pat Duffy of Phila. teurs. He is hopeful that San Jose
delphia or "Red" Taylor of Salt will develop a boxing program for
to finish college first,
Lake Cityt, will put on exhibi- youths.
lions and teaching clinics for AlBoxer Ron Nichols, another San
rican glovers.
Jose
State athletic representing
COURTESY DISCOUNTS
Nichols Claims that this will he America.
TO STUDENTS

ELECTRONIC PART‘,
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT

1311"
4aCC

Lotz Stars
Again; Santa
Clara Falls

Thurs. Nights
Open Mon.
’Til 9 p.m.

10

141 Sta.

fine performance in view of tiii.
fact that 34 countries were entered in the event. Bob also en- ,
tered the 112-mile event, finishing -- by his admission
"not
too well."
Competing in the British Guiana
I aces will be most South American countries and possibly an
English representative.
Replying to a query concerning relative bike- riding ability of
the Olympic countrlea, Tetzlatf
said: "The Italians are easily
tile hest. They won five find
place* hs the liamm."
Bike-riding seems to inspire
nothing but indifference in the
United States. For instance, Russia, according to Tetzlaff, has
more than 50 Olympic style bicycle tracks, even two in Siberia.
There are no such opportunities
for the American pedal -pusher.
"We have no comparable facilities," says the UCLA graduate,
who has nevertheless managed to
pedal more than 90,000 miles in
12 years.
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Sprints Bolstered

British Guiana Flight
For Bike-Riding Bob

clate
CY 34485

AMBASSADOR WITH PUNCH
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WHITNEY REED
. . . All-American
week. Farmer Spartan ace Whitney Reed was awarded first team
honors and teammate Bob Hill
was given honorable mention.
The pair combined to lead San
Jose to a successful 1960 season
under coach Butch Krikorian
Neither are still actite for the
I rtans.i i nita
of Alameda. c..
’’’tteeci,
SJS with a long list of lu
:01es to his credit. DiningllI
..reer for the locals, he was .1
consistent tournament winner and
captured the NCAA title. Hill had
two reasons to celebrate. He became a father during the sante
week he became All-American.
-

-

-
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BERMUDAS
.olds from
3.95. Madre’,
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SWIMV/RAR
by Sandcomber
in patch pocket,
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thigh cutter
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CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE ROOM 1.I4 ADMINISTRATION
!WILDING FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND TO
SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS

.40
BUSINESS MAC NINE S
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QUIP ME NI

Third & San Fernando

Moller’s
CAMPUS SHOP
50 So. 4th St.

TOWN R. COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek Blvd
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SororitiesAnnounce R ev. Briggs New French Club
Forms Tomorrow
Bidding Rush ,
...ities
Opens Series

Former Spartans Plan Open
S.C. County Art Work
Pamphlets, displays, billboards
and publication layouts for the
Santa Clara county planning department are planned and created
by two graduates of SJS now employed as county delineators.
Barbara Ott was graduated in
1948 as an art and physical education major. Luke Stamm was
graduated in 1960 as an interior
decoration major.
In his work. Stamos recently
completed 30 billboards for the
successful county traffic - wave
bond election, which took place
last week. ’Tired of Turtieways?"
was the slogan gracing the product of his toils.
ARTIST FINDS NICHE
Stamos started his work with
the planning department in July
1960. Prior to this he was employed by Forward San Jose.
downtown association.
Earlier in his career, Stomas
was an artist for the Walt Disney studios in Burbank. He worked
on such features as "Lady and
the Tramp." and productions for
"Disneyland" T.V. program.
In addition to the billboards,
the artist has produced a series
of slides for use by the county
planners as speech visual aids.
GRAD PREPARES PAMPHLETS
Miss Ott, who has been with the
county since 1954, is in charge of
publications for the office. She
works with minters in the preparation of art work and page layouts for pamphlets and county reports.
These projects include general
plans for the county, supplementary reports such as one entitled
"Back and Forecasts,’ ’dealing
with the Morgan Hill plans; and
also a street index,
IC.
currently workirrr
shie

will have open bidding from now until June, announced Arlene Werner, Panheltonic publicity chairman.
Miss Werner said anyone wishbig to rush’ through open bidding
designing county stationery, busi- may register in Adm242 any time.
The first In a series of four
ness cards and letterheads. hlle There is no detialine for registra- lectures on liberal religion by the
Stamos is busy working on bring- tion, she said.
Rev. George Briggs, former Mething the county map up to date.
odist minister, will be presented
tonight in the Fireside room of
the First Unitarian church, 160 N.
Third St.
Rev. Brigs’ first talk will be
on "Liberal Religions Around the
World," and will begin at 8 p.m.
It will be followed by a group discussion.
The four-talk series is being
sponsored by the Adult Education
committee of the Unitarian church.
All Interested students are welcome to attend, according to Miss
Claire Burgess, committee chairman. There is no admission charge.
Next in the series will be "Philosophy and liberal Religion,"
April 25.

n Religion

Christian Center
Plans Motorcade

-

__wrens,

GRADS AT WORK in the Santa Clara county planning department are Luke Stamos and Barbara Ott who are employed as
delineators. Stamos designed the billboards stating "Tired of
Turtleways?" advertising the recent successful traffic -wave bond
election

English Dept. Head Releases
Phelan Literary Award Rules

Business Division
Banquet Scheduled
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ALLEY BARBER

SaLOOOT

A TRANSISTOR
RADIO
GIVEN AWAY

Good used De P.ailer Bike, apply 386 So.
S’S. Apr S.
DIRTY LAUNDRY. FOR STUDENTS’
LAUNDRY SERVICE, free pickup &
delivery. 24 Sr. service. CY 4-2420
60 par 8 its.

100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12 Sr
Plus 1 in gold free. AL 2-9191.
NIp Wasted
Wanted a part-Sim* service stahion 1.
tendon+. Mii51 have nip, & ha a kce,
resident. Inquire a+ the Flying k Ste- r
I ton at Story Rd, & King Rd.

Grad Receives
MemorialGrant

Job Interviews

Spartaguide

Wouted

Dr. Cadwallader said
Two 8.1.8 instt tors have been
selected to bead sections within tion of which he will I,.
the annual programs of the two man, is the "Social
I So- Social History," a di,
organizations of the Nat’
ciology convention at St. Louis. the American Sociiilo,
meeting from Aug. :SI 1111’1,110.
Mo., this summer.
Dr. James E. Blackwell and Dr. Sept. 2.
Mervyn Cadwallader, assistant
CHAIRMAN DUTIES
professors of sociology, stated
The sociology professors Oa,
they received their appointments tied their duties for chairmana,
tHhelatenktgwiteniiiz out iiodntahl
f
as follows: to accept or reject
aptretshiedecnotns.- submitted and solicited 111110
enable
to
various
held
is
vention
presentation in their sec
sociologists and professcas from preside at the national
.,iiiversities and colleges of the meeting d certain
S. to attend and present their
Irene Brown, SJS graduate stu- pavers,
tni"Giveeneftutanletpiounbslic bit
dent, has received the first Naunderdeveloped soviet
oi
I
FIRST TIME
tional Science foundation fellowworld seem to have spao....a ,
I
"This is the first time a faculty
ship to be granted to a graduate
interest in the r
California state col- vival of
student for research work at this member of a
social change among Ann
lege has served as a committee
institution.
extremely un- ciologists. The majorio.
The fellowship amounts to $1350 chairman, so it is
instructors from papers in my section deal .
In addition to tuition fees and usual for two
from the underdeveloped societies ot (esequipment casts and will enable the same college and
ex- tral America," remarked Dr Call.
her to continue her studies in bird same field to be selected,"
wallader.
migration during the 1961-62 aca- plained Dr. Calwallader.
Dr. Blackwell said papers from
The sociologists added they felt
demic year.
Mrs. Brown was graduated from It an "extreme honor" to have his section "will focus attention
Los Gatos high school in 1951 and been selected to serve as chair- on a great need in the lield 01
social problems which is the de.
immediately came to SJS. After men.
" ’Social Problem Theory’," Dr. velopment of a sound and system.
graduating in 1955, she worked
at the Lawrence Radiation lab- Blackwell said, "ix a section of atic theory in the area of social
oratory in Livermore until last the Society for the study of Social problems. Further, we will lar conSeptember when she returned to Problems. I will preside over this cerned about the relationship 01
SJS to obtain an M.A. degree in section which will meet Dom Aug. the soviet problem theory %shah
I ends u broadening of Iht.
biology and a junior college teach- 28-30.
ical theory."
ing credential.
He further stated tbat ttie proMrs. Brown will be studying
REPORTERS NAMED CURS
the physiology of the hypothalaCHICAGO (UPD-- The Chicago gram is composed of sill the
mus and pituitary glands in the Cubs were nicknamed by a pair ablest minds in A1111.1
white crown sparrow. She will be of Chicago sports writers, George ogy today.
working in conjunction with Dr. RBeiceforeantthi
atF,reithleyHa:,enreer,cailnied
L. Richard Mewaldt, associate prothe ’llilhuhhIdlHtiuliI1ii1illiltL
fessor of zoology, who has been White Stockings, Colts. Broncos, =
conducting an extensive study of Rainmakers and Cowboys.
!=
the migration of the whito C11 oWT1
sparrow.

A motorcade sponsored by the
, Christian Center, 300 S. 10th St.,
will travel to Modesto April 17-25
to hear the nightly mission services of Canon Bryan Green, according to Miss Carina Shepperson, project chairman.
Students interested in attending
should contact Miss Shepperson
at CYpress 5-9805 to make transportation arrangements. The motorcade will he leaving San Jose
at approximately 4:30 p.m.
Canon Green, former chaplain
at Oxford university, presented a
series of lectures and informal
discussion groups at SJS last fall
under the auspices of the College
Religious council.
He is currently rector of the
historic St. Martin’s-in -the-Bullring church, Birmingham, Eng.,
NOTE: Interviews are held in the
Which survived both the industrial
Plocement Office, Adm234. Appoint.
Nazis’
demise.
revolution and the
ment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are re.
quested to sign up early.Ed.

Phelan Literary Award contest outstanding work in the entire. lion of this title on each
milesfollowmg page. The name of the writer
have been announced by Dr.! contest.
cannot appear anywhere on the
ELIGIBILITY
Harold P. Miller. head of the Ffilg-i I
Ceoige Wlute, general manager
To be eligible, students must be; manuscript,
lish department.
of the Atomic Power Equipment
years of age and regis-’
under
30
department of San Jose General
A total of $um will be meted’
INFO SHEET REQUIRED
tered as full-time students for at
out for contributions in seven diA cover sheet must accompany Electric corp., will be featured
lyric, free verse, least one semester of the regular
visions: sonnet,
each contribution, listing author, speaker at the annual achieveschool year.
satirical verse, essay (minimum of
title and division into which the ment banquet of the Business diContributions must be submit.
contribution is submitted. Manu- vision Wednesday, May 3, at the
,
the English department ofted
to
hall, Santa Clara
mum of 1000 words and play
scripts should not be put In bind- Exposition
fice, F0102. by April 20. Students
folders,county fairgrounds.
Awardsf from $10 to $65 will
any number of multisubmit
may
Attending the dinner will be st ube made in each category, with
A sheet listing full details of the
scripts but they must he original,’
a $100 prize going to the most
, contest can be obtained at the dents currently enrolled in the
unpublished works.
.
Business division, alumni, faculty
’ English department office.
All contributions must be typed! Some manuscripts submitted members and executives. from bay
double space, with the full title, last year have not been picked up area business firms and industries.
Tickets, at $2.75 each, may be
GLANIA’S
of each contribution at the top by their owners, according to Dr.
obtained from the Business diviof the first page and an abbre\H- Miller. TheY can be obtained also sion office, TH112, according to
SALON OF BEAUTY
in the English department office.
Dr. Milburn D. Wright, head of
the Business department.
SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
LITTLE SHAVERS
Real CLEAN Wash
NEW YORK (UPDLittle girls
now start wearing nylons at the Fall Student Teacher
"BEST WASH"
age of nine.
Pre-Reg Tomorrow
.1,
F’D
N
And what are little boys doing?
Pre-registration for fall semesto
the
makers
of
an
According
1
ter student teaching will start tolads
start
electric
shaver,
many
HAIRCUTS
morrow and continue until April
sbovinit when they’re only 12.
UP THE
18 in N64, S. Seventh and San
ALLEYCarlos sta., Dr. John L. Moody,
associate professor of education,
announced.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
on all beauty services
TODAY
HISTORY OF TRAPSHOOTING
TUES.
WED.
MON.
Senior class, meeting, 5112, 3:30
LONDON (UPI ) .The sport of
Continued Special Rates
fkm
trapshooting was invented in about
on shampoos and sets
Bpartun Shields, meeting, CH1880 by English huntsmen who
all five days
McKennan school, 7:30 p.m.
had been deprived by law of the
CYpress 7-6979
Student Nursing assn., meeting,
chance to shoot at wild birds.
235, 6:45 p.m.
167 E. Williams St.
Christian Science organization,
40, & Wiliems
123 SOUTH 4th
..
4.1.41meeting, Memorial chapel, 7:30 p.m.
TONITE: 10 to 11 pm
TOMORROW
Sociology club, meeting, speaker: ,
ON KLIV’s SPARTAN
Dr. J. Gordon Edwards, prof’
scot of entomology, CH163, 3
I’m.
Society for Advancement 01
. Wonted, 2 male roommates. $.10 per mo.
CLASSIFIED RATES:
Nlanagement, dinner meeting, (la,
CY 74514, 4.6 p.m. 452 So. 401 #1.
2k line first insertion
den City Hofbrau, 6:30 p.m.
20c a line succeeding insertions
TAM(’, meeting, C11238, 7:30 p
101/2 ft. class I runabout, 22 hp Scott,
2 line minimum
trailer, $400. CY 3-9629, Bruce Brown.
Lutheran Student arum., meetings Chrielian center, 300 S. loth
TO PLACE AN AD:
Per foie
st., 11:30 a.m. discussion grail,
Call et Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
I Stud*. Golden Hawk, 1075 E. Santa 7:30 p.m., doctrine study group
Send in Hendy Order Bank
Clara.
PLUS OTHER
Episcopalians; Holy Communit ..
with Check or Money Order.
Tin S. 10th
PRIZES, FREE
Fine quality dresses, skirts, blouses Christian
No Phone Orders
formals misc, exceptionally good c6n- 7:15 p.m.
dition, selling et Sac. Approx size 10-14.
Rentals
CY 7.6698.
JACOBS & FARBER PRESENT
Women students vacancy for balance of Used Record player non-autometic, Call
semester in approved apartments. Belle CY 7.8991 after S p.m.
Manor Apts, 415 So. 5th CY 2.3095.
WFL Drum sat, acces. and cases. Call
Wanted: One girl to share aot, sa1+11 eves. CY 4-2927, Moulder Hall Rm. 302.
three others, $37.50 per month. Apt. It.
Pommes!
476 So. 7th. CY 5-0222.

16 CLASSIFIEDS

An organizational meeting will
be held tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in
the College Union, 315 S. Ninth,
for "Le Verde Francais," new
campus French club, Mrs. Christlane G. Cook, foreign languae,e
instructor and club adviser, announced yesterday.
Membeiship is open to all those
interested in promoting French
culture, she said. Refreshments
will be served.

TODAY
Edgerton, Germeshausen & (iner, Inc.
County of Los Angeles civil
mice commicsion,
Newberry to.
southern Pacific co.
The Bendix Corp.
Basic Vegetable Products. inc.
Link Division General Precision,
Inc.
TOMORROW
Pacific Tel & Tel will interview
any major for positions in service
representation work.
Pacific Finance corp. will interview business administraion, accounting and liberal majors for
positions in a training program in
preparation toward supervisory
work.
W. T. Grant co. will interview
business majors for management
trainee positions.
Pacific Southwest area council
of YMCAs will interview physical
education, recreation, psychology
and social science majors for positions as youth program directors,
physical directors, and beginning
administration.
County of Los Angeles Civil
Service commission will intervieo
public administration, political sdi.
ence, business administration an,l
civil engineering majors.
Irons Unified twirls will Intel
view edueat ion majors.
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SALES

64 E. SAN FERNANDO
CY 3-9918

RENTALS

BREAKFAST -LUNCH -DINNER
Open: 7:10.7 du y
1:30

IN SAN JOSE
75 So. 2nd St.
CY 4-2322
Ones Thursday ’III 8’30 em
SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
BERKELEY SACRAMENTO
SAN MATEO PALO ALTO SAN JOSE

HOMEMADE BREAD
HOT APPLE PIE
11111111111111i

TENTH .T1{1.1.1.

wk(

TENTH AND SANTA CLARA
Hours: 8-10 p.m.
10.6 Sunday
P. 0 Station No. 6

Save Money!
Guaranteed Recaps
at 55f0 off
New Tire Prices!
DUNLOV
TIRES

INCLUDES: Choice of
cheese enchilada
beef taco
tamale
tostado
with soup and LoEfee
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Member

Mileage

Superior Comfort
$1295

Change to Dunlop Now at

Plu, for ond your old fire

WORLD’S GREATEST FLAMENCO GUITARIST

TUES., APRIL 25 at 8:30
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
t SO, 2.40, 3.60 (tar incl.). At boo office, CY 3.6252.
cdors: Enclose stmped, self-addressed envelope.
PROGRAM TO END BY 10,30
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